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Ilios Travel, part of the Vision Holiday Group, has been offering
luxury villas in Turkey for more than 30 years.

We began by featuring exceptional Ottoman style houses in
the charming village of Akyaka. Over the intervening years 
we have expanded and added to our programme 
with stylish and chic villas throughout 
the Bodrum Peninsula.

Now we are delighted to announce the launch of our Private
Collection of amazing villas and boutique hotels in the
beautiful areas of Kalkan, Islamlar and Bozburun.  Our houses
are in the very best locations – some directly on the Kalkan
waterfront others tucked away in mountain villages – all of
them have a uniqueness and breath taking views. 



Villa Aurelia
Kalkan
Sleeps 6+2

Villa Aurelia is one of the finest houses
in Kalkan and lies directly on the
seafront and thus its position
guarantees magnificent sea views.
There is a huge private pool and sea
access; steep steps lead down to
sunbathing platforms set in the rocks
and at sea level there is a deck
platform furnished with sun beds,
sunshades and scatter cushions.
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iliostravel.com/properties/villa-aurelia
01444 225633
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iliostravel.com/properties/villa-ayse
01444 225633
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Villa Ayse
Kalkan
Sleeps 6+2

Villa Ayse is set on the hillside close to Villa Aurelia and is
considered one of Kalkan's most exclusive properties.
Again it has stunning views with an infinity pool and
beautifully kept garden.  It has waterfront and beach
platforms reached via some steep steps.  A two-seater
kayak is also provided and scatter cushions. 

Villas Ayse and Aurelia are close to the Hotel Villa Mahal
and Beach Club where you can dine or catch a water
taxi into Kalkan.



Kotti Evi
Kalkan
Sleeps 10+2

There are insufficient superlatives to describe
Kotti Evi, simply stunning, gorgeously glamorous,
achingly beautiful, fabulously fabulous and totally
magazine worthy. 

The house is light and spacious and enjoys the
most beautiful views over the Bay of Kalkan.
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iliostravel.com/properties/kotti-evi
01444 225633
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iliostravel.com/properties/villa-gunbatimi
01444 225633
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Villa Günbatimi
Kalkan
Sleeps 4

Villa Günbatimi is truly breathtaking - as
you enter from the garden nothing
prepares you for the chic interior and the
exceptional outlook of this property.  The
entire front wall of the villa is glass and
the entire panorama is a seascape. The
look is modern, contemporary and totally
stunning. 

Guests in Villa Günbatimi have daily
complementary entrance to the fabulous
Mahal Beach Club.



iliostravel.com/properties/villa-su
01444 225633
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Villa Su
Kalkan
Sleeps 6

Villa Su, just like its neighbour Villa Günbatimi, has
oodles of wow factor!  The initial surprise is that on
entering from the garden you discover that the long,
low villa has an entire wall of glass looking out over
Kalkan’s extraordinarily beautiful bay.  
Guests in Villa Su have daily complementary entrance
to the fabulous Mahal Beach Club.
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iliostravel.com/properties/villa-ruya
01444 225633
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Villa Ruya
Kalkan
Sleeps 6 

Villa Ruya is beautiful, extravagant and luxurious with
a contemporary feel.  The interior is spacious, bright,
white and modern.  Every room opens on to a terrace
and every terrace offers yet another living area.  The
main living areas are circular with a double height
glass frontage framing probably one of the most
stunning views of Kalkan Bay.  

Guests in Villa Ruya have daily complementary
entrance to the fabulous Mahal Beach Club.
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iliostravel.com/properties/kelebek-mavi
01444 225633
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Kelebek Mavi
Kalkan
Sleeps 4

An alternative name for Kelebek 
Mavi would be No.2 Kalkan for it is just 
the second house at the furthest tip of 
Kisla; a most enviable position for it looks over
the sparklingly beautiful bay and towards the 
town climbing up hill to the magnificent Taurus
mountains.  The property has a fabulous curved
glass frontage that  opens on to a swimming pool
with Jacuzzi section, terraces and dining area all
within a beautifully mature garden.



iliostravel.com/properties/gogen-evi
01444 225633

Gogen Evi
Kalkan
Sleeps 8

Location, location, location...... looking out over the olive
groves of Kalamar and across the bay to Kisla, Gogen
Evi’s views are truly stunning.  By day the panoramic
sea view, with little islands dotted off the coast, has that
glorious summer heat haze and by night mesmerising,
shining water looks just like a mirror reflecting the stars
above.  It is only a short walk to the centre of Kalkan
with its huge choice of restaurants and shops and from
the town harbour you can catch a boat to one of the
bay beach clubs. 
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iliostravel.com/properties/likya-evi
01444 225633
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Likya Evi
Kalkan
Sleeps 6

Likya Evi enjoys a spectacular position, with truly
stunning views.  As you look across the bay to
Kalkan you’ll see the bluest of blues - from the pool,
to the sea, to the sky. 

The villa has a contemporary and minimalist interior
but the exquisite Ottoman style “objet”, colourful Iznik
tiles and rich fabrics just serve to remind you that
you are in oriental Turkey. 



Yavuz Evi
Kalkan
Sleeps 6

Just a 5 minute drive from the centre 
of Kalkan, Yavuz Evi is a stone built west 
facing villa located in the Kördere area of
Kalkan.  Kördere is rural with scattered villas 
and farmhouses set in abundant olive groves 
in the foothills of the Taurus mountains - so
there is always a cool breeze.  It is quiet and
peaceful with spectacular panoramic sea 
and mountain views. 
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iliostravel.com/properties/yavuz-evi
01444 225633
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iliostravel.com/properties/uzum-evi
01444 225633

Üzüm Evi is a traditional Ottoman
style village house beautifully
restored by Shakir and Hulya, the
owners. They have taken a great
deal of time and effort with the
authenticity and quality of the
renovation to ensure that the house
remains true to its origins with
wooden balconies, window shutters
and colourful Turkish fabrics.  

What we particularly love about
Üzüm Evi are the secluded gardens,
infinity pool and stunning views to
the sea in the far distance.

Üzüm Evi
Islamlar
Sleeps 4
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Tucked away in the foothills of the Taurus
mountains, above Kalkan, is the little village of
Islamlar.  Once a  Greek settlement known as
Bodamya, the name may have changed but life
continues very much as it has for hundreds of
years - the village tea house and bakery and two
working mills that use waterpower and a great
millstone to turn grain into flour. There are some
fine family restaurants offering home reared trout
and locally grown organic produce and wine from
the village vineyards. Because this village is
relatively remote we provide our guests with a car
- however from our properties it is a short walk to
Shakir and Hulya's Bistro and we can arrange for
a taxi to and from Kalkan.

Opposite page:
Shakir and Hulya's Bistro
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iliostravel.com/properties/view-with-a-room
01444 225633
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View with a
Room
Islamlar
Sleeps 4

Set high in the Taurus mountains with breathtaking
views across to the amazing Patara beach, View with
a Room is the ultimate in chic mountain hideaways!
Modern and contemporary styling creates one of the
most unusual and unexpected retreats in the
otherwise traditional Turkish village of Islamlar.
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iliostravel.com/properties/salkim-evi
01444 225633
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Salkim Evi
Islamlar
Sleeps 2

Apparently, there are three things that combine
to create the perfect romantic hideaway…..
panoramic views, a private pool and complete
seclusion - Salkim Evi has all three and much
more besides.  The more being that it is
stunningly designed and although private is only
a 10 minute walk to the village of Islamlar.  It is
also only a 20 minute drive to cosmopolitan
Kalkan; even romantic trysts can be enhanced
by cocktails and a starlit dinner at the sea’s
edge!



Yasemin Evi
Islamlar
Sleeps 2

If you adore the idea of a chic retreat then Yasemin
Evi is the perfect choice.  It is set high in the
mountains of Islamlar with sensational views over the
valley towards the exquisitely sandy beach at Patara.
It is plush, comfortable, very spacious and extremely
elegant.  The single storey villa has huge walls of
glass and opulent furnishings in shades of grey that
blend with the finest natural materials to complement
the surrounding landscape.
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iliostravel.com/properties/yasemin-evi
01444 225633
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iliostravel.com/properties/villa-saranda
01444 225633
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Villa Saranda
Bozburun
Peninsula
Sleeps 4

Söğüt – it’s hard to spell, difficult to say, nobody has
heard of it and it’s not easy to reach but that is what
makes this peaceful retreat so desirable.  It is a place
to relax, unwind and experience a more simple life
style. Villa Saranda is situated at the top of a hill
enjoying  exceptional views and privacy.  The most
distant island is the Greek island of Symi - hence this
area is known as the Symi Gulf.  There are a plethora
of other small Turkish islands offering clear water for
swimming and snorkelling.
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Italy - Ilios Travel
01444 225633  iliostravel.com

Africa - Visions of Africa
01444 225640  visionsofafrica.co.uk

Islands of Greece
01444 225641  islands-of-greece.co.uk
Islands of Greece are experts in creating fantastic tailor made
holiday experiences throughout the Greek Islands.  We will
happily share our ideas for a perfect island-hopping holiday,
whether this is just relaxing on beautiful beaches or discovering
Greek legends.

Ilios Travel, have been providing holiday villa rentals to
discerning travellers for over 30 years. Our properties appeal 
to families, groups of friends and couples from around the
globe looking for comfort, privacy and relaxation.  Our ‘Italian
Collection’ includes beautiful, privately owned country houses
and charming cottages, all with swimming pools, in Tuscany,
Umbria, Lazio, Le Marche, Abruzzo, Sardinia  and Sicily.  

Turkey - Ilios Travel
01444 225633  iliostravel.com

In addition to the properties featured in this brochure we also
offer holidays to the Bodrum and Datça peninsulas.  All the villas
in our ‘Turkish Collection’ are private, detached houses with
swimming pools - often lavish and always stylish.  As well as
those suited to couples and families we have a number which
are ideal for groups of up to 18 people.  Luxury and boutique
hotels in coastal locations complete our ‘Turkish Collection’.

Visions of Africa is a specialist niche tour operator creating high
quality, tailor-made holidays.  Our enthusiastic team of experts
offer an exceptional personal service.  Imagine uncompromising
elegance on the Blue Train, gorilla trekking in Uganda, sun rise
over the sand dunes in Namibia, Wildebeest Migration in Kenya
or Tanzania or flying over the Okavango Delta. Visions of Africa
is dedicated to delivering the perfect African experience to you.

Visions Holiday Group portfolio

South Africa   Tanzania   Zambia   Botswana   Namibia   
Kenya    Mozambique   Malawi Zanzibar

   

        

      

       

 

visions of

Africa

Sk ia thos    Skope los    A lon i ssos    Cre te    Cor fu    Paxos    Ke fa lon ia    Parga    Mykonos

Santor in i    Mi los    Ios    Paros    Naxos    Fo legandros    Koufon i s ia    S i fnos    Samos  

I S L A N D S o f G R E E C E

Italy
Tuscany   Umbria   Lazio   Le Marche   Abruzzo

I L I O S  T R A V E L

Turkey
Bodrum Peninsula Datça Akyaka

I L I O S  T R A V E L
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ILIOS TRAVEL
Visions Holiday Group
Bolney Place  Cowfold Road  Bolney
Haywards Heath  West Sussex  RH17 5QT
01444 225633    iliostravel.com
ilios@iliostravel.com
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